
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a customer advocacy. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for customer advocacy

Understand, define and document systematic customer pain points
Support the design and rollout of targeted, differentiated and valued
customer/partner programs that achieve the vision and mission of the CCO
and help the region
Work with other CCO leaders to insure excellent execution in region and
scalability of efforts
Lead and manage a team responsible for the delivery and flex of the site
Develop the strategy to automate and scale the contact routing and
workgroup set up to ensure maximum flexibility for the site and the network
Identifying and eliminating root cause barriers to productivity, and quality
Participating in business leadership meetings
Enable the VoC closed feedback loop process by identifying tactical and
strategic improvement initiatives that create an overall portfolio of
improvement projects
Through daily support activities, strives for a high degree of customer
satisfaction resulting in a positive references for the products that we support
the Cloud Services that we provide
Build and manage comprehensive customer evidence, reference and
advocacy strategy and execution that engages our audiences and propels our
business

Qualifications for customer advocacy

Example of Customer Advocacy Job Description
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Investigative skills to research data and query individuals to obtain necessary
information
3+ years of experience as a data analyst preferably in the technology industry
or enterprise software
Hands-on experience in Tableau a must
Experience working with large data sets and statistical analysis a plus
SQL and database query experience a plus
Prepares ROI evaluations of our participation in various thought leadership
events, and measures and reports on the effectiveness and impact of
activities through scorecard


